
READING CROSSROADS AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAM CURRICULUM 

 

The Reading Crossroads curriculum, based on current research and the science of reading, is a               
sequential skill-based phonics program intended to reach struggling readers. The lessons are            
designed to be taught over five days, with each lesson being 30-minutes in length. Each lesson                
contains phonemic awareness, sight words, nonsense words, word sorts, the writing of words,             
writing of sentences, and reading connected text. 

The entire curriculum is sequential as outlined in the manual, and must be followed in the given                 
order to be most effective. Each lesson builds on the previous lessons, so there is a continuous                 
review of past skills through the connected text passages. 

Each skill taught is also sequential in nature. For example, /sh/ is the first Digraph taught for all                  
of the Digraph skills. Therefore, the connected text passages for /sh/ will not include /ch/ or any                 
of the other digraphs or skills that follow /sh/ in the manual. 

Sight words are incorporated into the daily lessons. The kit contains perforated sight word              
cards that are a compilation of the Dolch and Fry sight words. The instructor will match the sight                  
words practiced in each Reading Crossroads lesson with the sight words being introduced             
during the Core Curriculum teaching instruction, so that the child is practicing the same sight               
words that they are learning during the classroom instruction. 

There are three passages that accompany each lesson. The first one will contain repeated              
practice with the skill being taught for the lesson. The second and third ones will be longer and                  
will incorporate all skills previously taught. The instructor will notice that these passages are              
detailed reviews: words with all short vowels will be included; all digraphs will be used, both at                 
the beginning and at the ends of words; c and g will be used in conjunction with all vowels so                    
that the student will become accustomed to using the rule, etc. 

The Connected Text passages have also been written to contain only sight words that a child                
would have been introduced to for the level he is currently reading on. For example, very basic                 
sight words will be included in the CVC passages, because that is a beginning skill for reading. 

The Reading Crossroads curriculum connects to the in-school interventions in two ways: 1) both              
times are teaching the same phonics skill to the child, determined by a phonics screener, and 2)                 
sight words being learned are the same for both times, determined by a sight word sequence                
during the daytime instruction. 
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